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Abstract  

  

Drought events are a predictable consequence of global warming, which favors the 

development and proliferation of the Coccidioides fungus, the causative agent of 

Coccidioidomycosis, better known as Valley Fever. This fungal respiratory disease is endemic to 

the southwestern United States, Central, and South America. Many mammals, including rodents, 

canines, and humans are susceptible hosts of Valley Fever. Currently, there are no specific drug 

treatments or vaccines against the fungus, which creates significant burdens to the quality of life 

and the economy in the mentioned regions. Here, we analyze a virulence factor in Coccidioides 

posadasii called CPS1, which product is an enzyme of unknown function, critical for fungal 

spherule formation. The gene encoding this protein has been deleted in a novel living vaccine 

consisting of delta-CPS1 attenuated Coccidioides, undergoing clinical trials in canines. We 

focused on the two splice variants of CPS1, which only differ from one and the other by a 

disordered C-terminal domain. The full-length protein was expressed poorly in Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae and had a decreased cellular viability and total cellular protein compared to the shorter 

splice variant, CPS1xi. In vitro analysis shows the full-length protein has a higher thermostability 

than CPS1xi indicating the C-terminal region plays a role in stabilizing the protein through either 

an intramolecular or intermolecular interaction. Determining the functional differences between 

CPS1-FL and CPS1xi is critical for developing a vaccine consisting of the attenuated fungus with 

the deletion of its CPS1 gene.  
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Introduction   

Coccidioidomycosis, better known as Valley Fever, is an endemic fungal disease of the 

southwestern U.S., Mexico, Central, and South America. It has also been recently found in 

southcentral Washington. Its etiologic agents are Coccidioides immitis (C. immitis), and 

Coccidioides posadasii (C. posadasii). Interestingly, clinical differences between these two 

species have not been observed (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2021). This 

infection is typically acquired via inhalation of airborne spores, often after the disturbance of 

contaminated soil in arid zones (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2021). Humans, 

plants, and many domestic and native animals are susceptible to the disease. Dogs are particularly 

susceptible and often require long-term therapy with anti-fungal medications.  1% of Arizonans 

(100,000 people) and 10% of dogs in Pima County get infected each year. (Valley Fever Center 

of Excellence, 2021).   

When the fungus is inhaled, it remains on tissues in a form of a spherule, a thick lipid-cell 

wall, that makes the fungus resistant to drugs and immune cells. This complicates the process of 

an accurate diagnosis and prescription of adequate treatment. Currently, there are neither specific 

drugs nor prevention measurements regarding Valley Fever. Prior research discovered that the 

fungal protein carbamoyl phosphate synthetase 1, (CPS1), is a critical factor for Valley Fever 

fungus growth. Previous findings have convincingly shown that the fungus has a weaker cell wall 

in the absence of CPS1; however, the role of CPS1 in the Coccidioides life cycle is not yet 

understood (unpublished Tomasiak, et al.).  

Phylogenetic analysis reported that CPS1 encodes an understudied adenylate-forming 

enzymes, that plays significant roles in a wide range of biological processes, including protein 

synthesis and fatty acid metabolism (Lux, M. C. et al., 2019). This family of enzymes has been 
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derived from certain acyl-CoA ligases. In prior studies, a deletion mutant (Delta CPS1) was 

created and tested in three strains of mice that were then infected with the fungus. Promising 

results have shown production of spores of C. posadasii was reduced to the extent that it no 

longer presented a threat to rodents, achieving a survival rate of 95% compared to 0% survival 

when treated to wild-type fungus (Narra, H. P. et al., 2016). Using these same principles, the 

Valley Fever Center for Excellence at the University of Arizona created a vaccine that effectively 

protects dogs against Valley Fever.   

  

CPS1 is believed to be a member of the DIP2 (Disco interacting protein 2) gene family  

(unpublished Tomasiak, et al.). Recent in-silico analysis of CPS1 using AlphaFold 2.1 predicts  

CPS1 to be a peripheral membrane protein, with a length of 1879 amino acids, about 200,000 

Dalton size. It binds adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and hydrolyzes ATP when exposed to fatty 

acid, ATP, and CoA. CPS1 has two splice variants: CPS1xi, which does not express the C-

terminal of CPS1, and CPS1-FL (full length), which includes the amino acid sequences for the C-

terminal (Figure 1), the end of a protein primary structure in which the amino acid residue's 

carbonyl group is not part of a peptide bond, (Illustrated Glossary of Organic Chemistry - C-

terminus, n.d.). The existing body of research on CPS1 in Coccidioidomycosis has been focused 

on the properties of the CPS1xi variant. Neither literature about the activity of CPS1-FL nor 

dissimilarities between the two variants has been established. Using size exclusion 

chromatography, we have recently shown that CPS1xi expresses better in Saccharomyces cells 

than CPS1-FL. This led to the hypothesis that the C-terminal might be an important factor in the 

efficiency of gene expression, and that full-length CPS1 has the potential to be toxic to the 

Saccharomyces cells. Hence, the aim of determining functional differences between the two splice 

variants arose.  
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A better understanding of CPS1’s mechanism will provide the foundation for the creation 

of an operational model of a human vaccine and treatment that may improve the quality of life 

and safety of the community. In tandem, it will build the basis to implement effective prevention 

measures against Coccidioidomycosis, such as the identification of highly susceptible hosts and 

the limitation of soil disturbance.   

  

  

B) CPS1 Full-Length (FL)  

 
  

C) CPS1xi  

  
  

  

Figure 1. CPS1xi and CPS1-FL domains difference. A) Alphafold2.1 3D model of CPS1. B) 

Representation of the domains in CPS1
 
-FL. C) Representation of the domains in CPS1xi. The protein 

is broken up into 4 domains. The DMAP domain (1-42) then AMP1 (212-970), AMP2 (971-1624), CTD 

(1625-1873). DMAP is likely a protein-protein interaction site, AMP1 and AMP2 are the catalytic sites 

where the substrates are being modified, and finally the CTD (C-terminal domain) is a low  complexity 

domain with no known function. We are trying to determine the function of the CTD and why there are 

two different lengths of CTD due to alternative splicing.  

A)   

  
DMAP AMP1   AMP2   CTD   

DMAP AMP1   AMP2     
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Methods  

 •  Trypan Blue Exclusion Assay  

To determine functional differences between the two splice variants of CPS1; first, the 

cell viability after the expression of each of the two splice variants was analyzed using trypan blue 

exclusion assay. 100 µL of trypan blue dye was added to 100 µL aliquots of yeast DSY5 cells 

expressing either CPS1-FL or CPS1xi. Samples were incubated at room temperature for 5 

minutes. Live cells contain functional membranes that prevent this blue from penetrating (Strober, 

2015). Damaged or necrosed cells containing dysfunctional membranes will allow the ink to pass, 

turning blue. After incubation, 30 µL of the sample was applied to poly-L-lysine coated glass 

coverslips.  

The coverslip was then lightly dabbed and mounted before counting under a light microscope. 

With the support of a manual cell counter, 200 cells were counted and categorized as “live” or  

“dead”. Cells expressing CPS1xi and CPS1-FL were compared by percent viability.   

  

  

 •  Bradford Protein Assay  

We used a Bradford assay to quantify the total cellular protein content in cells expressing 

the two splice variants. This method assesses the presence of the basic amino acid residues, 

arginine, lysine, and histidine, that at low concentrations do not cause interference in the results 

(Protein determination by the Bradford method, n.d.). 5 µL of sample lysate was diluted in 95 µL 

of water to create a 20-fold dilution of the protein. 5 µL of the resulting diluent was added to a 

96well plate with 250 µL Bradford reagent. The absorbance at 595 nm was measured with a 

spectrophotometer. The absorbance increase at 595 nm is proportional to the amount of bound 

dye, and thus to the amount (concentration) of protein present in the sample (Kruger, 2009). Total 
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cell protein in mg / mL of protein will be compared. Samples were measured in triplicate for 

milligrams of protein per gram of cell pellet.  

  

  

 •  Bioinformatics  

Selecting a subset of fatty acid AMP ligases and fatty acid CoA ligases created a platform 

for distinguishing CPS1 as an AMP ligase or CoA ligase. The sequence of CPS1xi and CPS1-FL 

was compared to other existing proteins by a bioinformatics approach, using software such as 

DALI Server, Alphafold2, and ESMFold, to investigate their function. There are motifs and 

conserved regions in CPS1 that can provide valuable information about its role. Performing a 

protein BLAST, which finds regions of local similarity between sequences, will yield other 

similar proteins that might have functional characterization completed.   

 

• Tycho thermal shift assay 

The Tycho thermal shift assay was executed due to its rapid readout of the protein of 

interest’s melting temperature. It was performed to infer the binding of substrates and determine 

the quality of a purified protein and its thermostability. CPS1xi and CPS1-FL were previously 

purified using the His-tagged purification technique and size exclusion chromatography 

(performed by my mentor). Adenosine triphosphate, (ATP), was added to 40μL of each sample 

and incubated for an hour on ice. ATP is a substrate of interest because it has been demonstrated 

in previous unpublished studies that binds and stabilizes CPS1xi. Then, 10μL of the samples were 

withdrawn with a capillary tube and inserted into the Tycho thermal shift where the temperature 

of the samples increased from 30 °C to 100 °C while monitoring the fluorescence.  
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Data Analysis   

To analyze the data of the trypan blue assay, at least 200 total cells were counted per 

sample. Percent viability was calculated using the following:  

# of Viable cells / # of total cells × 100% = Percent Viability 

For the total protein quantification, samples were quantified by absorbance of light at a 

595 nm wavelength and measured triplicate to obtain an average. Standard deviation was 

calculated using Prism software. A standard curve was fitted with a linear trendline and sample 

concentration will be solved using the slope-intercept equation (y = mx+b):  

Protein Concentration = (sample absorbance - slope intercept(b)) / slope (m) 

Then, the protein concentration was converted from milligrams/milliliter to milligrams using the 

following equation. 

Concentration of protein (mg/mL) X volume of lysis buffer (mL) = total protein in mg 

The total protein in mg was divided by g of cell pellet used to harvest each splice variant to obtain 

the amount of protein in milligrams per gram of cell pellet.  

  

Similar protein hits collected from the bioinformatic approach will be ranked based on the 

percent sequence identity between CPS1 and the hit protein. Protein function will then be 

evaluated using databases such as uniport.org and compared to prior literature will be searched 

using PubMed.  

 

The Tycho thermal shift apparatus displayed a fluorescence vs temperature curve, and the 

melting temperature of our samples was calculated by obtaining the denaturation midpoint in 

Prism. The melting temperature of CPS1xi and CPS1-FL were compared to indicate the possible 

binding of substrates.  
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Results   

 
A)  

Number of cells  CPS1-FL  CPS1xi  

Viable   192  203  

Dead   10  2  

Percent Viable  95%  99%  

   
     

Figure 2. CPS1-FL has less total protein and decreases cell viability in DSY5 yeast cells. A) Manually 
 

counted alive and dead cells expressing FL and xi constructs. B) Representative micrograph of dead cells  
stained with trypan blue expressing CPS1-FL. C) Quantification of total protein in cell lysate expressing 
CPS1-FL and CPS1xi in milligrams of total protein per gram of cell pellet.  

  

We performed the trypan blue assay to determine the viability of cells that were expressing 

either the Fl or xi constructs. The cells expressed the protein for 16-18 hours and were then treated 

with trypan blue stain and manually counted according to the staining of the cell (Figures 2A, 2B). 

The CPS1-FL is less viable with a cell viability of 95%, in contrast with CPS1 xi which had a 

greater percent viability of 99%. This might indicate a functional difference between CPS1xi and 

CPS1-FL. To further test the health of the cells, we performed a Bradford assay to examine the 

total quantity of protein expressed in the cells. As expected, cells expressing CPS1-FL are deficient 

in synthesizing protein, while CPSIxi was more efficient with 11% more production of protein. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

CPS1 FL 40X objective   

B)   C)   
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Figure 3. Thermal shift assay CPS1xi and CPS1-FL in the presence of ATP. A) Bar graph representation of 

protein-substrate melting point. Error bars = SD, Pairwise anova (*) B) Melting Curve intrinsic fluorescence vs. 

temperature change.   

 

CPS1-FL cells contain 20.72 mg protein/g cell while CPS1xi cells contain 23.30 mg protein/ g cell 

(Figure 2C, error bars = SEM).   

The Tycho thermal shift assay was executed due to its rapid readout of the protein of 

interest’s melting temperature. It was used to infer the binding of substrates and determine the 

quality of a purified protein. CPS1xi and CPS1-FL were previously purified using the His-tagged 

purification technique and size exclusion chromatography, and a substrate of interest was added 

to the samples and incubated for an hour on ice. Due to the AMP binding domains structure of 

CPS1, we hypothesized that ATP would bind as a substrate.   

The thermostability of CPS1xi increases when combined with ATP (Figure 3A). This 

indicates that the protein does bind ATP. Surprisingly, CPS1-FL showed a higher melting 

temperature than CPS1xi, with 58.56 °C and 54.78 °C respectively (Figure 3B). A significant 

increase in stability indicates that an interaction is taking place involving the C-terminal tail that 

is only present in the full-length construct. Measurement of CPS1-FL with ATP was not 

performed but it is not expected to be different from the CPS1xi variant.  

    
  

 

A)   B) 
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Discussion   

Despite its success in vaccination trials of canines in southern Arizona, the mechanism of 

action of the delta-CPS1 vaccine remains unclear. CPS1 is a protein of unknown function and is 

very divergent evolutionarily making it difficult to study and identify any obvious cellular 

functions. This research aimed to identify the functional difference between the two splice 

variants of the fungal protein CPS1. It was hypothesized that the C-terminal might be an important 

factor in the efficiency of gene expression and that full-length CPS1 has the potential to be toxic 

to the Saccharomyces cells. We demonstrated that the CPS1 protein expresses poorly in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae compared to the 99% of the surviving cells expressed by CPS1xi., 

whereas CPS1-FL reached 95% viability. Consonantly, CPS1xi produced 11% more protein than 

the full-length variant. We speculate that CPS1-FL presented a lower viability and protein 

production percentage due to its length. As a bigger protein, it requires a higher level of energy 

in order to be expressed. Alternatively, this variant may be hyperactive, which leads to a greater 

formation of acyl-CoA or other CPS1 enzymatic products. This enzyme is typical of Coccidioides, 

but is not a regulated natural process within yeast cells.   

Contrary to the decreased cellular stability stated above, the in vitro analysis of purified 

protein showed that the full-length CPS1 is more stable than the shorter splice variant. This result 

excludes the possibility that the full-length protein is unfolded and causing the cellular stress 

measured in the viability and Bradford assays. However, the increased thermal stability is 

indicative of a substantial interaction that takes place in CPS1-FL and not in CPS1xi. According 

to the predicted Alphafold2.1 model of CPS1, the C-terminus of the full-length variant is proximal 

to AMP2 and even interacting with the AMP2 domain in some regions. In the same manner, the 

C-terminal might be stabilizing dimer formation which was suggested by recent unpublished 
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cryoelectron microscopy data (unpublished, Tomasiak et. al.). These could be possible reasons for 

the elevated thermal stability of CPS1-FL.   

Our hypothesis was partially supported. While the viability results might illustrate that 

Cterminal contributes to the gene expression, the outcome of the thermostability assay contradicts 

our initial ideas. Taking this into consideration, the future directions of this project include:   

• Investigating dimerization for CPS1xi and full-length to compare them. It has been shown 

in prior studies that a fatty acyl-CoA ligase has a monomeric state when membrane-bound 

and a dimeric state in the cytosol out of the membrane (Lundgren, C. A. K. et al., 2021). 

We plan to test this statement by the performance of chemical cross-linking.   

• Collecting enzymatic data and performing an ATP hydrolysis assay to test the activeness 

of CPS1-FL.  

• Expressing the protein in different fungi or organisms to obtain a better expression and 

monitor any toxicity.  

 It is noteworthy to emphasize that no previous study existed on this topic nor function has 

been uncovered for our protein of interest. Therefore, our efforts to comprehend the mechanism 

and structure of CPS1 will be unremitting to eventually create a functional model of a vaccine 

that improves the quality of life and safety of the population, as well as build the basis to 

implement prevention measurements against Coccidioidomycosis.  
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